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About This Software

Try the Demo! http://store.steampowered.com/app/335410/

RTS Creator is the easiest way to create Real Time Strategy games for Windows.

Create and publish stand alone exe's with no restrictions!

RTS Creator enables anyone to create their very own Real Time Strategy game with no prior coding experience.

With RTS Creator you can create a variety Real Time Strategy style games including the following -
•Classic

•Adventure
•Tower Defense

•Space
•2D

RTS Creator contains the following features and will continue to grow.
•AI

•Heads Up Display (HUD)
•Units

•Turrets
•Structures
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•Factions
•Obstacles
•Particles

•Resources
•Weapons

•Technology Trees
•Menus
•Levels

Supported Formats
Fonts –.ttf

Images – .png, .jpg, .bmp
Models – .b3d, .gmf, .fbx

Music – .ogg
Sounds – .wav

Textures – .png, .jpg, .bmp, .tif, .tiff
Video - .ogv
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Title: RTS Creator
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Design & Illustration, Utilities
Developer:
Infotread, LLC
Publisher:
Infotread, LLC
Release Date: 1 Dec, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.6 Ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 1.1+

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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This game felt like it was published before it was fully complete. I love strategy games, but I can't recommend this game to
anyone. 4/10. When I first started playing Sojourner, I was expecting a fairly typical jRPG made from RPG Maker. Instead I
got a rather charming and earnest RPG with humorous writing, good gameplay depth, and a fair difficulty pace for newcomers
and jRPG veterans alike. It's hard to believe the game was made by one man for the most part, and it turns out he's a really nice
guy as well!

I even listened to him on some indie spotlight podcast or something, and Mr. Squirrel was quite inspiring. Maybe I'll try my own
hand at making an RPG Maker game some day because of him.

The only real complaint I have is that a few of the enemy sprites look a bit odd for some reason, but doesn't matter much
compared to how well written the game is.

The game is good, probably better than Mother 3. (says someone who's never played Mother 3). This is the best game that
nobody has. I bet this Steam release will change that.
The game lacks support and online play and I can only hope that one day it will be patched in by the community. Other than that
it's a completely unique game that requires both strategical planning and skillful timing. The single palyer challenge provides
hours of gameplay and multiplayer through LAN is truly a fun and interesting experience.

Edit: Turns out the community delivered a utility for online play and random generated maps long before my comment, search
for moonbase commander console on google.. Fun game! So happy to finally play it for once
. The reasons why the Captain America: Civil War, Ant-Man, and Spider-Man DLC aren't a part of the LEGO\u00ae
MARVEL's Avengers Season Pass is because the first two packs were originally PlayStation exclusives, while the latter was
later included as a free DLC. And therefore never intended to be a part of the Season Pass.

This is nothing new, since LEGO\u00ae Batman\u21223: Beyond Gotham and LEGO\u00ae STAR WARS\u2122: The Force
Awakens also had PlayStation-exclusive DLC until they were eventually released on Steam.
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Unreal was a great game, so Unreal 2 must be even better, right? Wrong. This game is worse than the first Unreal in every
possible way. Why? Because of:

Cliche story and characters

Horrid voice acting

Glitchy maps

Tedious and boring level design

If you're looking for a sci-fi shooter game, there are way better options to choose from.
. i like this game. A nice, good addition to the main game. However get it while it is on sale.. all dlc in this game are
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing trash. ING FIX THE JUMPING MECHANIC U ♥♥♥♥♥♥. really bad game. Isnt this game
wafu
Oh wait Wakfu Remaster edition
ok 10/10 ign. truly postmodern art. i cried seven times. 11/10. I really like this game so far. I love all the different industries you
can develop, and it's fun pushing competition out of the way through advertising / pricing / quality.

I would like to see competition be something that is more frequent with the AI, and I'd love to see more depth to marketing
(instead of just funding and immediately getting a sales boost, perhaps expand on this a bit more), but my first several hours
have been very enjoyable.

For those saying you can just buy goods from the world market and sell them locally for massive profit; I think the developer is
fixing that, but why would you do that? Just because an exploit exists doesn't mean you need to take advantage of it and ruin the
experience for yourself.... For the price @ sale Great timewaster........
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